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NEW QUESTION: 1
The number of clients connecting directly to any one given
Windows relay should be no more than what value?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit.
The figure shows the typically mode in which a
commonsoftswitchaccess the bearer network. VRRP is
enabled on RTA and RTB. In normal cases, RTA is the VRRP master
router and RTB is the VRRP is the
VRRP salve router. The ETH_trunk is enabled between RTA RTB. IF
VRRP is not bounded to BFD and each
[parameter uses their default settings, which statement is the
true when the upstream link of RTA is faulty?
A. The ARRP status immediately between RTA and RTB and RTB, and
RTB becomes the master router.
B. The ARRP status remain unchanged but the downstream traffic
is forwarded from RTB to the MSoft
through RTA
C. The VRRP status remain unchanged but the downstream traffic
is directly forwarded from RTB to the
MSoftx.
D. RTB cannot receive the heartbeat packet from RTA, and both
routers become master routers.
Answer: B
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